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Impaired Theta-Gamma Coupling Indicates Inhibitory Dysfunction and Seizure Risk in a Dravet Syndrome
Mouse Model
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Dravet syndrome (DS) is an epileptic encephalopathy that still lacks biomarkers for epileptogenesis and its treatment.
Dysfunction of NaV1.1 sodium channels, which are chiefly expressed in inhibitory interneurons, explains the epileptic phe-
notype. Understanding the network effects of these cellular deficits may help predict epileptogenesis. Here, we studied theta–
gamma coupling as a potential marker for altered inhibitory functioning and epileptogenesis in a DS mouse model. We found
that cortical theta–gamma coupling was reduced in both male and female juvenile DS mice and persisted only if spontaneous
seizures occurred. Theta–gamma coupling was partly restored by cannabidiol. Locally disrupting NaV1.1 expression in the
hippocampus or cortex yielded early attenuation of theta–gamma coupling, which in the hippocampus associated with fast ripples,
and which was replicated in a computational model when voltage-gated sodium currents were impaired in basket cells. Our
results indicate attenuated theta–gamma coupling as a promising early indicator of inhibitory dysfunction and seizure risk in DS.

Commentary

Dravet syndrome (DS) is a severe type of genetic childhood epi-

lepsy. Although seizures appear early in life in patients with DS

and are associated with SUDEP, overall there is good life expec-

tancy. Dravet syndrome is receiving renewed focus for novel

interventions with the advent of precision medicines such as

antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) technology.1,2 However,

reliable clinical and translatable preclinical biomarkers to guide

prognostication and quantification of treatment efficacy other

than seizure severity or SUDEP are still lacking. GABAergic

dysfunction could provide that biomarker. Significant compo-

nents of the syndrome relate to developmental delays, beha-

vioral/sleep dysfunction, cognitive deficits, and sensory

integration disorders, all of which rely on the GABAergic system.

The orchestration of fine-tuning complex cortical outputs to

incoming signals is one of the primary functions of interneurons

which underlies all cortical higher functions, including learning,

memory, and cognition. The role of parvalbumin interneuron

(PV-IN) dysfunction in DS pathogenesis and seizures is well-

documented,3 and the concept of specifically targeting PV-INs

for therapy is not new. More importantly, recent studies have

emphasized the role of PV fast-spiking INs in cortical function

and critical homeostatic mechanisms4,5 that could reliably be

quantified using continuous electroencephalograms (cEEG) both

in the laboratory and clinic. IN activity is known to organize

excitatory neural activity between local networks especially for

high-frequency rhythms such as gamma oscillations. Fast-spiking

PV-IN plays a critical role in synchronizing cortical gamma

oscillations between spatially distant sites.4,6 The PV-INs are

electrically coupled, but the gap junction coupling via Connexin

36 between functionally distinct IN subtypes give PV fast-

spiking INs a distinct role as symphony conductors between

distant brain regions.7 GABAergic hypotheses for the emergence

of seizures8 are also evolving. Given that the GABAergic system

continues its circuit-level maturation long after birth into adoles-

cence,9 elucidating the temporal window for future interven-

tional therapies for DS where a significant pathology related to

INs is established becomes critical.

Theta–gamma coupling is a term used to quantitate the phe-

nomenon of cross-frequency coupling wherein high-frequency

gamma (30-50 Hz) oscillations are modulated by low-frequency

theta (4-8 Hz) oscillations. Both decreased synaptic inhibition and

increased synaptic excitation onto PV-INs disrupt cortical gamma

oscillation synchrony and gamma–theta coupling.5,6,10 In this

study, the authors showed that decreased theta–gamma coupling

preceded and associated with seizure activity in a DS mouse

model, which was replicated by brain region-specific ablation of

NaV1.1, a sodium channel affected in the majority of patients with

DS.11 NaV1.1 expression has been shown to have a predominantly

cell type–specific expression pattern in the developing neocortex

and is clustered to the initial axon segments of PV-INs. Computa-

tional modeling of sodium channel dysfunction in inhibitory INs

alone yielded a similar decrease in theta–gamma coupling, high-

lighting its significant role in the emergence of the biomarker in
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this study. More interestingly, the biomarker only persisted in

animals with the spontaneous seizures.

Identification of effective biomarkers will be critical for trans-

lating promising therapies for DS to the clinic. On the immediate

horizon is the lure of the clinical use of precision medicine such as

ASO therapy for severe monogenic epilepsies but particularly DS

given the progress made by Stoke Therapeutics with promising

preclinical results in a mouse model of DS,1 and NaV1.1 activation

using selective targeting by peptides derived from spider venom.12

The recent protocols with ASO therapeutics for spinal muscular

atrophy, with initial repeated dosing titrated over weeks with main-

tenance dosing every few months for life, show efficacy for*60%
of the patients. Tailoring similar titration approaches for DS will

require individualization for each patient by both developmental

age and severity. Early life seizures that are common in DS can

independently drive pathogenesis in the immature brain. Transi-

tioning from precision medicines for spinal cord to central nervous

system disorders related to monogenic syndromes will also depend

on the known cell type–specific expression patterns of Nav1.1 in

addition to the developmental maturation stage of the GABAergic

system which may require the targeting of functionally distinct

neuronal subtypes. It is therefore critical that biomarkers of prog-

nostication and evaluation of treatment efficacy in DS are indepen-

dent of the seizure burden alone. Notably, here the authors show

that the biomarker of decreased theta–gamma coupling in juvenile

DS mice makes its onset independent of seizure activity.

Moving forward, it seems logical to pursue identification of

similar theta–gamma coupling biomarkers in patients with DS

using cEEGs recorded overnight for sleep dysfunction, during

different behavioral states (wake vs sleep), and for increases in

seizure severities or the onset of new seizure phenotypes. Con-

tinuous electroencephalograms recorded during visual or motor

tasks are commonly used for standard assessment of severity of

cognitive deficits and sensory integration disorders in children

and could be an additional avenue to identify similar EEG

biomarkers during task engagement. The clinical EEG data will

likely come from a cohort of much younger patients given the

early life onset of seizures in DS compared to the ages repre-

sented by the data acquired and reported in this study. Although

recording stable cEEGs from neonatal DS mice remains chal-

lenging, the preclinical research focus needs to target develop-

mental ages where underlying circuit maturation more closely

represents the symptomatic patient population.

The largest readily available resources of data sets that can

be leveraged for rare disorders with epilepsy are cEEGs and

neuroimaging. In the recent “Curing the Epilepsies” NIH con-

ference held early in 2021, these 2 were identified as untapped

resources that could help identify biomarker and phenotypes

dictating severity in preparation for future interventional clin-

ical trials for the rare neurological disorders community. Auto-

mated algorithms built into EEG acquisition software could

help identify and quantify the complete or partial reversal of

translationally validated EEG biomarkers in real time. When

partnered with new technologies such as remote ambulatory

cEEG, this approach may allow the evidence-based fine tuning

of individualized titrations of future interventions in DS.
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